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Description for foldermarkerpro42 According to the
WikiLeaks e-mail release, the US intelligence
community believes that the
+foldermarkerpro30crack15 extension is the result
of an operation executed by the 30th Crack Team at
CIA headquarters on the west coast. When the
module reaches the server, it replaces the
/default/libraries/project_readme.txt file with one
that includes IP addresses of the computers on the
network and a digital signature of a CERTIFICATE_ID
value of 0x109403C2. Later on the server checks if
the signature is valid and if the CERTIFICATE_ID
value matches the one stored in the modinfo file.
The module is supposed to run when it hears the
/modules/registration/web URL. The goal is to make
sure that the user is logged in when the user is
redirected to the default/libraries/project_readme.txt
page, so that they are logged in even when the user
moves to another project and then default. Because
many users have frequently visited the default
project, the module runs every time the user visits
the site in order to maintain the security, which is
quite high. The file is encrypted with RC4 encryption
and uses RSA 1024-bit key. The reason for the use
of the extension is only known by the CIA - it is not
explained in the WikiLeaks documentation.
Differences: No sign of the modinfo file. The server
shows "Not found" on the server page and a small
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HTTP error is generated by the server when it
receives the request. Namespaced variables are
used: LOGSTAMP - UTC timestamp of when the
module was uploaded to the Net CERTIFICATE_ID - A
random unique number that is generated by the
server. The CERTIFICATE_ID can be used by the
server to verify if a request has been accepted, e.g.
that a client has to be authenticated in order to
access restricted resources (such as those that are
protected by the /pw/login URL). MODULE_ID - A
random unique number that has the same meaning
as the CERTIFICATE_ID. MODINFO - Contains the
MD5 hash of the file, including the time stamp, the
filename, the MODINFO header line and the content
of the file.
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